A new book by an eminent Latter-day Saint psychologist guides the reader on a journey of self-improvement. *Eternal Values and Personal Growth* can help you grow spiritually, emotionally, and socially using gospel principles and the results of solid research. Explanations and exercises in each chapter provide tools to make positive and lasting progress toward eternal potentials.

Hundreds of books on self-improvement have been published, but some of the ideas in these books conflict with Church teachings and might even do more harm than good spiritually. This book, on the other hand, has been organized and written for Latter-day Saints by Dr. Allen E. Bergin, recently retired BYU Professor of Psychology. Many other highly regarded LDS professors and counselors have contributed materials to this book. To order, visit the BYU Studies web site at <http://byustudies.byu.edu>.

**Visit our web site at HTTP://BYUSTUDIES.BYU.EDU**
This new DVD collection contains more than 400,000 pages of manuscripts from the Archives of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City, scanned in full color at high resolution. Academic libraries and serious researchers will find this publication unparalleled and unprecedented.

Volume 1 contains some 4,000 pages from the papers of Joseph Smith; the Revelations collection; 34,000 pages of letters and typescripts of Brigham Young correspondence; as well as thousands of pages from the writings of President Joseph F. Smith. Also included are collections such as the early writings of Lorenzo Snow in England, the journals of J. Golden Kimball, and the Manuscript History. Organizational documents from the Kirtland period and from the Nauvoo Relief Society, early high councils, and architectural drawings for the Nauvoo and Salt Lake Temples are also made available.

Volume 2 offers the massive daily Journal History of the Church from 1896 through 1923.

This manuscript resource, now available through the latest technology, opens a myriad of new windows for historical research.

Visit our web site at http://byustudies.byu.edu
TO OUR READERS

BYU Studies is dedicated to the correlation of revealed and discovered truth and to the conviction that the spiritual and the intellectual can be complementary and fundamentally harmonious avenues of knowledge. This periodical strives to explore scholarly perspectives on Latter-day Saint topics. It is committed to seeking truth “by study and also by faith” (D&C 88:18) and recognizes that all knowledge without charity is nothing (1 Cor. 13:2). It proceeds on the premise that faith and reason, revelation and scholarly learning, obedience and creativity are compatible; they are “many members, yet but one body” (1 Cor. 12:20).

Contributions from all fields of learning are invited. BYU Studies strives to publish articles that openly reflect a Latter-day Saint point of view and are obviously relevant to subjects of general interest to Latter-day Saints, while conforming to high scholarly standards. BYU Studies invites poetry and personal essays dealing with the life of the mind, reflections on personal and spiritual responses to academic experiences, intellectual choices, values, responsibilities, and methods. All personal essays received will be entered in our annual personal essay contest. Short studies and notes are also welcomed.

Opinions expressed in BYU Studies are the opinions of contributors. Their views should not necessarily be attributed to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Brigham Young University, or BYU Studies editors, staff, or board members.

INSTRUCTION TO AUTHORS

Guidelines for submitting manuscripts may be viewed on our website at http://byustudies.byu.edu

SUBSCRIBERS’ NOTICE

Subscription is $5.00 for one issue (you may subscribe at this rate for as many future issues as you like); $20.00 for one year (four issues); and $45.00 for ten issues (tenth issue is free). Foreign subscriptions for Canadian residents are 1 yr., $28.00; other non-USA residents, 1 yr., $40.00 (airmail) or $32.00 (surface). A price list for back issues is available upon request. All subscriptions begin with the forthcoming issue, or additional postage is charged. Address all correspondence to BYU Studies, 403 CB, PO Box 24098, Provo, Utah 84602-4098. You may also contact us by email: “BYU_Studies@byu.edu”; phone: (801) 378-6691; or fax: (801) 378-5386. If you move, please notify us in writing four weeks before changing your address; otherwise you must pay for replacement issues and mailing costs.
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BYU Studies is abstracted in Current Contents, Social and Behavioral Science; indexed in ATLA Religion Database (published by the American Theological Library Association, Chicago, email: atla@atla.com, website: http://www.atla.com) and Index to Book Reviews in Religion; and listed in Historical Abstracts; Arts and Humanities Citation Index; America, History, and Life; and MLA International Bibliography.
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